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Introduction

THE MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY is a multi-billion-dollar in-
dustry that continues to grow in size and profit. A 2017 report re-
leased by the U.S. music trade group, Recording Industry Association
of America (“RIAA”), found that the “major record companies—
across Universal Music, Sony Music, and Warner Music—sign some-
where close to an average of two artists a day.”1 In 2020, the worldwide
trade body, International Federation of the Phonographic Industry
(“IFPI”), reported that music record companies spent $4.1 billion on
artists and repertoire (the money required to sign artists, develop art-
ists, and record their music) in the same year.2 After compiling the
statistics provided by RIAA and IFPI reports, the data shows that
“these three music labels spend roughly $10–11 million USD per day
to sign two new artists, reaching upwards to 50 new artists signed by
the end of the month.”3
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Considering that record labels make huge financial investments
when signing new artists, it is reasonable to assume that record labels
would attempt to protect their artists from workplace harassment.
However, the reality is that artists are often left vulnerable to work-
place harassment. When artists sign a contract with a record label
(known as a record deal), the terms of the contract are usually not
favorable to the artist.4 This is especially true for new artists with small
followings whom record labels take huge risks on by investing millions
of dollars upfront on the artist without knowing whether the general
public will take a liking to them.5 As a result, record deal clauses may
be worded so that “there is no way to determine how long the contract
will actually last, as these are measured both in time and product.”6

The issue with some clauses arises when the artist is experiencing sex-
ual harassment by their peers in the workplace—because the artist
does not know when their record label expires, the artist often must
remain in an uncomfortable and potentially dangerous environment.

A case study and additional statistics discussed in this Comment
demonstrate just how rampant sexual harassment is in the workplace
for musicians and the difficulties they face in reporting abuse. Artists
struggle when reporting sexual harassment at the workplace because
of their work status as independent contractors rather than as employ-
ees. Title VII protects employees from workplace discrimination and
harassment; however, since artists are considered independent con-
tractors, they are not afforded Title VII protections. As a result, when
artists are subject to harassment at the workplace, they are often una-
ble to report the harassment and unable to leave their record deal.
The number of musicians that have experienced sexual harassment
while working is even more concerning when considering how many
are signed to record labels monthly.7 If the music industry does not
change with regard to musicians’ work status and the ways record
deals are drafted, it is likely that the number of musicians who experi-
ence sexual harassment in the workplace will only continue to
increase.

Part I of this Comment focuses on Title VII’s definition and the
discrimination musicians face when they are classified as independent

4. See generally Corrina Cree Clover, Accounting Accountability: Should Record Labels
Have a Fiduciary Duty to Report Accurate Royalties to Recording Artists, 23 LOY. L.A. ENT. L. REV.
436 (2003).

5. Kathryn Rosenberg, Restoring the Seven Year Rule in the Music Industry, 26 FORDHAM

INTELL. PROP. MEDIA & ENT. L.J. 275, 282 (2015).
6. Id. at 289.
7. Ingham, supra note 3.
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contractors rather than as employees. Part II explains how the Borello
test uses various balancing factors to determine one’s worker status.
Part III of this Comment introduces a case study of music artist Ke$ha
(“Kesha”), to demonstrate the extent of workplace sexual harassment
a musician may find themselves subject to. Part IV outlines the impor-
tance of musicians receiving protection under Title VII by looking at
studies that indicate just how pervasive sexual harassment is in the
workplace for musicians. This Part also looks at how several clauses
within recording contracts leave musicians vulnerable to sexual harass-
ment. Part V analyzes the various benefits and resources musicians
would receive if they were classified as employees rather than as inde-
pendent contractors. Finally, Part VI offers two solutions that could be
adopted into practice to protect musicians from sexual harassment in
the workplace.

I. Title VII and Employment Status

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 protects individuals
against employment discrimination on the basis of “race, color, relig-
ion, sex, or national origin.”8 Discrimination is defined as treating a
person “differently or less favorably for some reason.”9 Harassment is
a form of employment discrimination that violates Title VII.10 “Harass-
ment becomes unlawful where (1) enduring the offensive conduct be-
comes a condition of continued employment, or (2) the conduct is
severe or pervasive enough to create a work environment that a rea-
sonable person would consider intimidating, hostile, or abusive.”11 In
determining whether a claim for hostile work environment is valid,
courts analyze these non-exhaustive factors: “(a) whether the conduct
was verbal, physical, or both; (b) frequency of the conduct; and (c)
whether the conduct was hostile or patently offensive.”12

Despite Title VII’s purpose in creating a fair and safe work envi-
ronment, its coverage does not extend to everyone. While employees,
job applicants, former employees, or training participants are af-

8. Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, 78 Stat. 241, 255 (1964).
9. What is Employment Discrimination?, U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM’N, https:/

/www.eeoc.gov/youth/what-employment-discrimination [https://perma.cc/X5FQ-T5KY].
10. Harassment, U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM’N, www.eeoc.gov/harassment

[https://perma.cc/Q9Q7-F4HT].
11. Id.
12. Sexual Harassment at Work, FINDLAW (Sept. 25, 2019), https://www.findlaw.com/

employment/employment-discrimination/sexual-harassment-at-work.html [https://
perma.cc/VY97-NG5T].
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forded protection under Title VII,13 independent contractors are not
protected.14 Moreover, since federal law does not explicitly define the
term “employee,” states have adopted their own tests to determine
worker status. States apply either the ABC test (Absence of control,
Business of worker, Customarily engaged),15 a common law test, or a
hybrid combination of both.16

A worker’s employment status is important because employers
are only liable for the majority of employment rights if their workers
are classified as employees rather than as independent contractors.17

Although states apply different tests to determine worker status, gen-
erally, independent workers have fewer rights than employees.18 Some
examples of rights held by employees but not independent contrac-
tors, include the right to be free from discrimination and harassment
of all types; the right to a safe workplace free of dangerous conditions
or other potential safety hazards; and the right to fair wages for work
performed.19 Additionally, some employers are treated differently
than others with respect to what obligations they owe their employ-
ees.20 For example, although healthcare benefits are not required by
law, employers with more than fifty employees must pay penalties for
not providing those benefits.21 However, these employee rights and
employer expectations do not exist when employing independent

13. See generally 42 U.S.C. § 2000e; see also Coverage, U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY

COMM’N, https://www.eeoc.gov/employers/coverage [https://perma.cc/3RBM-3NPX]
(“If an employer has the required number of employees, a person is protected by the anti-
discrimination laws if he or she is: [a]n employee[,] [a] job applicant[,] [a] former em-
ployee[,] [a]n applicant or participant in a training or apprenticeship program.”).

14. Coverage, supra note 13.
15. See infra Part II.
16. Employee or Contractor? The Complete List of Worker Classification Tests by State,

WRAPBOOK (Oct. 25, 2019), https://www.wrapbook.com/blog/worker-classification-tests-
by-state [https://perma.cc/HVJ2-8TEC].

17. See Dynamex Operations W., Inc. v. Superior Ct., 416 P.3d 1 (Cal. 2018).
18. Employee or Contractor? The Complete List of Worker Classification Tests by State, supra

note 16.
19. Employee Rights 101, FINDLAW (May 31, 2019), https://employment.findlaw.com/

employment-discrimination/employees-rights-101.html#:~:text=right%20to%20be%20free
%20from,called%20%22whistleblower%22%20rights)%3B%20and [https://perma.cc/
7VQX-YJWD].

20. Affordable Care Act, 26 U.S.C. § 4980H (imposing a penalty fee on larger compa-
nies of fifty or more full-time employees for failure to offer full-time employees the oppor-
tunity to enroll in minimum essential coverage under an eligible employer-sponsored
plan).

21. Sachi Barreiro, Is My Employer Required to Provide Health Care Coverage?, NOLO,
https://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/is-my-employer-required-to-provide-health-
care.html [https://perma.cc/XAQ8-QRMF].
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contractors.22 Despite the general lack of Title VII protection for mu-
sicians, there are other sources of law that protect artists better. Apply-
ing California’s Assembly Bill 2257 (discussed in detail in section VI of
this Comment) may result in effective protection for musicians against
sexual harassment because it allows an artist to be classified as an em-
ployee, thus providing the artist with Title VII protections.

II. Determining Employment Status in California

In September of 2019, California Governor Gavin Newsom signed
Assembly Bill 5 into law.23 Although California applies the ABC test to
determine worker status, application of this test has recently been
amended.24 The California Supreme Court first adopted the ABC test
in Dynamex Operations West, Inc. v. Superior Court.25 Under the ABC test,
a worker is considered an employee and not an independent contrac-
tor unless the hiring entity satisfies all three of the following
conditions:

(1) the worker is free from the control and direction of the hiring
entity in connection with the performance of the work, both under
the contract for the performance and the work in fact; (2) the
worker performs work that is outside the usual course of the hiring
entity’s business; and (3) the worker is customarily engaged in an
independently established trade, occupation, or business of the
same nature as that involved in the work performed.26

Under the ABC test established in Dynamex, certain occupations and
business relationships are exempt from its application.27 These ex-
empt relationships and occupations are instead analyzed under the
multi-factor test adopted in S.G. Borello & Sons, Inc. v. Department of
Industrial Relations.28 Current exemptions from the ABC test include
“persons providing professional services under specified circum-
stances, including certain services provided by still photographers,
photojournalists, freelance writers, editors, and newspaper cartoon-

22. Employee or Contractor? The Complete List of Worker Classification Tests by State, supra
note 16.

23. Assemb. B. 5, 2018–19 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2019); see John Myers,
Johana Bhuiyan & Margot Roosevelt, Newsom Signs Bill Rewriting California Employment Law,
Limiting Use of Independent Contractors, L.A. TIMES (Sept. 18, 2019, 3:55 PM), https://
www.latimes.com/california/story/2019-09-18/gavin-newsom-signs-ab5-employees0inde
pendent-contractors-california.

24. Employee or Contractor? The Complete List of Worker Classification Tests by State, supra
note 16.

25. See Dynamex Operations W., Inc. v. Superior Ct., 416 P.3d 1 (Cal. 2018).
26. Id.
27. Id.; see also Assemb. B. 2257, 2019–20 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2020).
28. Assemb. B. 2257, 2019–20 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2020).
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ists.”29 The ABC test was designed to more easily determine an individ-
ual’s worker status in advance as compared to the multi-factor
approach used under Borello.30 However, in September of 2020, Cali-
fornia Governor Gavin Newsom signed Assembly Bill 2257 (“AB
2257”) into law.31 The new law addresses the employment status of
workers when the employer claims the worker is an independent con-
tractor and not an employee.32 Given the occupations that are exempt
from the ABC test, which under AB 2257 includes recording artists,
songwriters, and musicians, the worker status for individuals within
these occupations is determined by using the approach discussed in
Borello.

A. The Borello Factors

The California Supreme Court established the Borello test in S.G.
Borello & Sons, Inc. v. Department of Industrial Relations.33 “The Borello
test has been used to determine whether a worker would be classified
as an independent contractor versus a full-time employee.”34 The
Borello test “was the standard for classifying workers in the state of Cali-
fornia before the ABC test.”35 The Borello test relies upon the following
multiple factors to determine whether the employer “controls the
manner and means of accomplishing the desired result” by the person
providing services (the worker).36 If it is shown that the employer had
the “right to control,” then the worker is deemed an employee by this
standard.37 The factors of the Borello test are as follows:

1. Whether the person performing work is engaged in an occu-
pation or business that is distinct from that of the company;
such as a commercial kitchen hiring a cook vs. a plumber.
The cook is engaged in the same business as the company,
the plumber is not;

2. Whether the work is part of the company’s regular business;

29. Id.
30. Independent Contractor Versus Employee, CAL. DEP’T OF INDUS. RELS., https://www.dir.

ca.gov/dlse/FAQ_IndependentContractor.htm [https://perma.cc/5CHA-GVUE].
31. Press Release, Gavin Newsom, Governor, California, Governor Newsom Signs Leg-

islation 9.4.20 (Sept. 4, 2020), https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/09/04/governor-newsom-
signs-legislation-9-4-20/ [https://perma.cc/HD4A-DGGM].

32. Independent Contractor Versus Employee, supra note 30.
33. S.G. Borello & Sons, Inc. v. Dep’t of Indus. Rels., 769 P.2d 399, 404 (Cal. 1989).
34. Independent Contractors Versus Employee, supra note 30.
35. Q: What Is/Was the Borello Test for Independent Contractors?, LIQUID (Dec. 5, 2019),

https://www.poweredbyliquid.com/blog/borello-test-independent-contractors-free
lancers/[https://perma.cc/Q2ED-A8NW].

36. S.G. Borello, 769 P.2d at 404.
37. Id. at 403.
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3. Whether the company or the worker supplies the equipment
or materials required to perform the work; such as a hair-
stylist vs. a fry cook at In-n-Out. The hairstylist arrives to their
client with their wigs, clippers, and products ready to go,
whereas the fry cook arrives at their designated store location
and works with the tools already at In-n-Out;

4. The worker’s financial investment in the equipment or mater-
ials required to perform the work; such as a professor vs. a
gardener. The professor arrives at the classroom and uses the
white board already provided whereas a gardener completes
their work using their own personal tools;

5. The skill required in the particular occupation;
6. The kind of occupation, with reference to whether, in local-

ity, the work is usually done under the company’s direction or
by a specialist without supervision; such as an architect vs. a
city attorney. An architect has the ability to create designs for
a new project while at home, while city attorneys work at a
specified building location;

7. The worker’s opportunity for profit or loss depending on
their managerial skill;

8. How long the services are to be performed;
9. The degree of permanence of the working relationship;

10. The payment method—whether by time or by the job;
11. Whether the parties believe they are creating an employee/

employer relationship;
12. Whether the employer has a right to fire at will or whether a

termination gives rise to an action for breach of contract; and
13. Whether the employer has all necessary control over the man-

ner and means of accomplishing the result desired, although
such control need not be direct, actually exercised, or
detailed.38

Borello is referred to as a “multifactor” test because it requires con-
sideration of all potentially relevant facts—no single factor controls
the determination.39 Even though courts emphasize different factors
depending on the facts of each case, they place great emphasis on
factor thirteen—the degree of control exercised by the employer in
comparison to the weight placed on the worker themselves.40

Applying the Borello test allows for an in depth look at a musi-
cian’s work environment and their work relationships because the test
looks at a total of thirteen factors whereas the ABC test only considers
three elements. When looking at the legal battle between Kesha and
Dr. Luke,41 it becomes clear that determining the worker status of a

38. Id. at 404–05.
39. Independent Contractors Versus Employee, supra note 30.
40. Dynamex Operations W., Inc. v. Superior Ct., 416 P.3d 1, 20 (Cal. 2018).
41. See infra Part III.
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musician requires more than considering the three ABC test elements
due to the complex work environment.

III. A Musician’s Vulnerabilities: Kesha and Dr. Luke

As discussed in Part I, employees—and not independent contrac-
tors—receive certain employee benefits and protections.42 One of the
protections an employee receives is protection against discrimination
as provided under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.43 Harass-
ment, specifically sexual harassment, is a form of discrimination that
violates Title VII.44 When musicians are not labeled as employees, they
do not receive Title VII protections against discrimination; conse-
quently, that means musicians are not protected from sexual harass-
ment committed by their employer.45 The story of Kesha Sebert is an
accurate portrayal of the nightmare a musician endures when they do
not receive protections provided under Title VII. Her story below will
highlight and explain why Kesha did not have Title VII protections.

A. The Relationship History Between Kesha and Dr. Luke

Before diving into the 2014–2020 court battle(s) between Kesha
and Lukasz Gottwald (“Dr. Luke”), it is pertinent to explain the his-
tory of  Kesha and Dr. Luke. After Dr. Luke heard Kesha’s demo tape,
he and Kesha “each retained independent entertainment counsel to
negotiate an agreement for KMI, a corporation controlled by
Gottwald, to record and produce Kesha’s music.”46 Kesha then en-
tered into an exclusive recording contract with KMI (“KMI Agree-
ment”), which at KMI’s discretion, could be extended through the
release of her sixth album.47 The KMI Agreement also required that
“[Dr. Luke] be a producer for at least six recordings on each album
for which he would receive royalties.”48 Shortly after signing, Kesha

42. Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2.
43. Id.
44. Id.; see also Meritor Sav. Bank, FSB v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 66 (1986) (“Since the

Guidelines were issued, courts have uniformly held, and we agree, that a plaintiff may
establish a violation of Title VII by proving that discrimination based on sex has created a
hostile or abusive work environment.”).

45. See Meritor Sav. Bank, FSB v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 66 (1986); see also Dynamex, 416
P.3d at 7–10.

46. Gottwald v, Sebert, No. 653118/2014, 2020 WL 587348, at *1 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Feb. 6,
2020.)

47. Id. at *1.
48. Id.
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hired David Sonenberg of DAS Communications Ltd. as her
manager.49

On October 5, 2005, Dr. Luke and Kesha attended a birthday
party at a club in Los Angeles, after which they left together.50 Kesha’s
mom later alleged that on that night, Dr. Luke drugged and raped
Kesha.51 Six years later on June 16, 2011, Kesha was deposed as a part
of a different legal dispute between Sonenberg and Dr. Luke, where
she recanted her allegations, stating that Dr. Luke did not drug her
and that they never had an intimate relationship.52 Kesha further testi-
fied that Dr. Luke “never made sexual advances” towards her.53 It is
unknown why Kesha recanted the rape allegations during her 2011
deposition. Despite her written pleadings  explaining that her 2011
deposition testimony and subsequent retraction were a result of abuse
and coercion, the Ccourt found in favor of Dr. Luke.54 The dispute
that followed between Kesha and Dr. Luke is explained further below.

B. The Legal Battle Between Kesha and Dr. Luke

In California state court in 2014, Kesha sued Dr. Luke for sexual
assault and as a result of those events, she demanded release from her
contract with Dr. Luke.55 Dr. Luke was Kesha’s producer and the for-
mer head of Kemosabe Records, the label to which Kesha is currently
signed to.56 Kesha’s lawsuit also accused Dr. Luke of long term emo-
tional and psychological abuse that caused her to suffer from PTSD,
social isolation, and panic attacks.57 This led Kesha to file an emer-
gency preliminary injunction request to be released from her record-
ing contract with Dr. Luke.58 In response, Dr. Luke filed a countersuit
claim, denying all allegations, and he also filed a separate defamation
suit against Kesha in New York.59

49. Id.
50. Id.
51. Id. at *2.
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Gottwald v. Sebert, No. 653118/2014, 2017 WL 1062924, at *4 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Mar.

20, 2017).
55. Mark Hogan, Untangling Kesha and Dr. Luke’s Years-Long Legal War: A Timeline,

PITCHFORK (Feb. 10, 2020), https://pitchfork.com/thepitch/untangling-kesha-and-dr-
lukes-years-long-legal-war-a-timeline/ [https://perma.cc/93LX-A2P8].

56. Id.
57. Complaint at 6–12, Sebert v. Gottwald, No. BC-560466 (Cal. Super. Ct. filed Oct.

14, 2014).
58. Id. at 26.
59. Id.; Hogan, supra note 56.
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On February 19, 2016, Justice Kornreich denied Kesha’s request
for the preliminary injunction.60 Justice Kornreich wrote that freeing
Kesha from her contract before either side had argued its case would
undercut the legal system because the termination of the contract was
the outcome Kesha sought in her claims.61 She also dismissed Kesha’s
request to nullify her contract because most of Kesha’s claims, includ-
ing her claims of emotional distress and employment discrimination
were not valid legal causes of action for terminating a contract in New
York.62

On February 6, 2020, Manhattan Supreme Court Justice Jennifer
G. Schecter ruled that Kesha had defamed Dr. Luke in a February
2016 text exchange with Lady Gaga, in which Kesha alleged that Dr.
Luke had previously raped fellow musician, Katy Perry.63 In the court
decision, Justice Schecter wrote, “Kesha published a false statement
about Gottwald to a third party [Lady Gaga] that was defamatory per
se.” Justice Schecter added, “[t]here is no evidence whatsoever that
Dr. Luke raped Katy Perry” and “[m]oreover, publication of a false
statement to even one person, here Lady Gaga, is sufficient to impose
liability.”64 Justice Schecter ordered Kesha to pay Dr. Luke
$373,671.88 for defamation of his character.65

IV. Musicians Are Vulnerable and Lack Protections Against
Sexual Harassment

Part A of this section looks at the Musician’s Union case study
that provides data on the number of musicians that have experienced
sexual harassment in the workplace, and on how many have reported
the harassment. Part B analyzes the extent to which record deals leave
musicians vulnerable to harassment. This portion analyzes how the
termination, exclusitivity, and term clauses of a record deal can leave
musicians vulnerable because the clauses limit their ability to work

60. Gottwald v. Sebert, No. 653118/2014, 2016 WL 1365969, at *4 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Apr.
6, 2016); see also Caroline Framke, Why Musicians Are Tweeting to #FreeKesha, VOX (Feb. 22,
2016, 12:10 AM), https://www.vox.com/2016/2/20/11079220/kesha-dr-luke-freekesha
[https://perma.cc/RJ8P-4PGZ].

61. Framke, supra note 61.
62. Gottwald v. Sebert, No. 653118/2014, 2016 WL 1365969, at *4–5 (N.Y. Sup. Ct.

Apr. 6, 2016
63. Gottwald v. Sebert, No. 653118/2014, 2020 WL 587348, at *10 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Feb.

6, 2020).
64. Id.
65. Id. at *14.
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outside of their label and leave them unable to terminate the record
deal based on incidents of sexual harassment that occurred.

A. Title VII Does Not Protect Musicians if They Are Classified as
Independent Contractors

Without Title VII coverage, musicians are not protected from sex-
ual harassment, as demonstrated in the legal battle between Kesha
and Dr. Luke. Sexual harassment is a prevalent issue within the music
industry.66 In 2019, the Musician’s Union, the United Kingdom
(“UK”) trade union for all musicians in that region, conducted a sur-
vey among its members regarding the topic of sexual harassment at
work.67 The data revealed that almost half (48 percent) of musicians
have experienced sexual harassment at work,68 and that over four in
five (85 percent) victims of harassment did not report it, primarily
due to the culture of the industry.69 “The music industry involves a lot
of late nights and drinking, and in those situations, it’s common for
people’s sense of what’s appropriate to go out the window” stated
Lara Baker, events manager at the Association of Independent Music,
the organization that overlooks some of the world’s most successful
independent record labels.70

When musicians are categorized as independent contractors
rather than as employees, musicians can be left in positions of vulner-
ability and insecurity because they are not protected from harassment.
The research from the Musician’s Union details how “almost two-
thirds (61%) of respondents fe[lt] they [were] more at risk because
they work on a freelance [independent contractor] basis.”71 In an in-
terview with BBC music reporter Mark Savage, Naomi Pohl, who is the
deputy general secretary at the Musician’s Union, stated, “harassment
is rife in the music industry because it presents a very informal work-
ing environment, with late nights and alcohol consumption at gigs” as

66. Andrea Domanick, The Dollars and Desperation Silencing #MeToo in Music, VICE

(Mar. 15, 2018, 11:08 AM), https://www.vice.com/en/article/9kzex7/inside-music-indus-
try-sexual-misconduct-harassment-problem-and-metoo [https://perma.cc/6YXF-SAJZ].

67. About the MU, MUSICIANS UNION, musiciansunion.org.uk/about-the-mu [https://
perma.cc/2XL7-A4CJ].

68. Sexual Harassment Widespread Across the UK Music Industry, MUSICIANS UNION (Apr.
28, 2021, 4:30 PM), https://musiciansunion.org.uk/all-news-and-features/sexual-harass
ment-widespread-across-the-uk-music-industry [https://perma.cc/5BFJ-ANWS].

69. Id.
70. Marie Claire, How #MeToo Shows that We Need to Acknowledge Sexism in the Music

Industry Too, MARIE CLAIRE (Sept. 16, 2019, 11:54 AM), https://www.marieclaire.co.uk/re
ports/music-industry-sexism-426585 [https://perma.cc/9GH9-Z2QE].

71. Sexual Harassment Widespread Across the UK Music Industry, supra note 68.
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well as “working one on one in a studio environment, and places with
no windows.”72 Classification as an independent contractor, consump-
tion of drugs and alcohol, and extended time in private studio settings
are several of the many factors that leave musicians vulnerable to
harassment.

B. Standard Record Deals Do Not Protect Musicians

Due to their legal complexity, recording contracts can be quite
difficult to decipher. The recording contracts often vary depending
on the label and the status of the artist involved.73 “A music recording
contract, or a record deal, is an agreement that record labels use to
assert their ownership of the product of a recording session (the
master recording) and their licensing rights in the promotion of the
record.”74 The recording contract includes terms that explain how an
individual who wishes to record music will be paid a fixed percentage
of royalties.75 Although there are several clauses that make up a re-
cording contract, the three clauses mentioned in this Comment are
the termination clause, the exclusivity clause, and the term clause.

1. Termination Clause

The termination clause in a contract agreement is important be-
cause it establishes how the parties end their business relationship and
what each party’s respective responsibility is when the relationship
ends.76 Although a reasonable person might expect sexual harassment
to be sufficient grounds to terminate a recording contract, this is not
the case.77 In fact, data from the survey conducted by Musician’s
Union revealed that not even one in five musicians worked under a
recording contract that included policies or procedures to deal with

72. Mark Savage, Musicians ‘Face High Levels of Sexual Harassment’, BBC NEWS (Oct. 23,
2019), https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-50128600 [https://perma.cc/
S7HR-9K6K].

73. Richard Salmon, Recording Contracts Explained, SOUND ON SOUND (Apr. 2007),
https://www.soundonsound.com/music-business/recording-contracts-explained [https://
perma.cc/LSN3-NQ2Z].

74. Free Music Recording Contract, LAWDEPOT, https://www.lawdepot.com/contracts/
music-recording-contract/?loc=US#.YITRlOhKg2w [https://perma.cc/NU7J-6Z5T].

75. Id.
76. Mary Lindblad, The Termination Clause in Agreements, CHRON, https://smallbusi-

ness.chron.com/termination-clause-agreements-68826.html [https://perma.cc/C5E9-
UAT6].

77. Chanel Chasanov, Tik Tok: Time to Eradicate Sexual Assault in the Music Industry
Through the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing, 7 DEPAUL  J. WOMEN, GENDER &
L. 59 (2017).
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incidents of sexual harassment.78 Given that incidents of sexual har-
assment are not sufficient grounds for terminating a recording con-
tract, musicians experiencing sexual harassment must continue
fulfilling their duties as stated in the contract. The ways in which the
termination clause function is a major reason why musicians, such as
Kesha, face sexual harassment, and are unable to leave their contracts
with their record label.79

2. Exclusivity Clause

The exclusivity clause within recording contracts can also harm a
musician’s ability to void their contract. The recording contract will
usually require the musician to sign with the label exclusively.80 This
means that an artist can neither record for another label without per-
mission, nor leave the contract if they are unhappy.81 Accordingly, the
exclusivity clause can be harmful to recording artists because it allows
record labels to control them by requiring them to seek permission
prior to working with other labels.82 Sexually harassing musicians that
are contractually bound to the recording contract thus becomes a
form of establishing and exercising control over artists by creating un-
comfortable work environments that artists cannot contractually es-
cape from.

3. Term Clause

The control a record label has over its artists via the exclusivity
clause is amplified by the term clause. The term clause relates to the
duration of the contract; the term is calculated by an initial fixed pe-
riod of twelve months, when making the first album, followed by fur-
ther option periods which allows the record company to extend the
contract if they wish.83 Similar to how the exclusivity clause locks the
recording artist in with their record label, the term clause governs
how long the artist is tied to their record label. The term clause can be
dangerous when the recording artist is subject to sexual harassment in
the workplace because “those involved in taking advantage of [artists]
in the music industry are usually people familiar with the [artist]: di-

78. Sexual Harassment Widespread Across the UK Music Industry, supra note 69.
79. See generally Savage, supra note 72.
80. Salmon, supra note 73.
81. Id.
82. Id.
83. Id.
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rectors, producers, colleagues, or fellow band members.”84 Thus,
“[t]his behavior can create an uncomfortable environment for [ ] mu-
sicians, at best, and a life threatening one, at worst.”85 In situations
where the artist has been subject to sexual harassment by directors,
producers, or other members of the record label, the term clause is
still valid, which means that the artist is still obligated to fulfill the
duties listed in the recording contract.

When looking at Kesha’s legal battle with Dr. Luke, it becomes
easier to understand why it was so difficult for Kesha to attempt to get
out of her recording contract with Dr. Luke’s record label. Not only
was Kesha contractually obligated to work exclusively under Dr.
Luke’s label, but the term clause locked Kesha in with Dr. Luke’s for-
mer label, Kemosabe Records, until she produced six albums.86 Mak-
ing matters worse, Kesha’s multiple allegations of sexual harassment
by Dr. Luke could not excuse her non-performance because she en-
tered into the KMI agreement in 2008, after the alleged 2005 abuse,
therefore “Gottwald’s allegedly abusive behavior was foreseeable.”87

V. What if Musicians Were Labeled as Employees?

If musicians were labeled as employees, it is possible that the out-
come of Kesha’s legal case would have yielded a completely different
result. As employees, musicians would receive Title VII protections
from discrimination of race, color, sex, religion, and national origin.88

Under these Title VII protections, musicians would also receive pro-
tection from retaliation and protection from a hostile work
environment.89

A. Protection from a Hostile Work Environment

A hostile work environment is created by a boss or coworker
whose actions, communications, or behavior make doing one’s job im-

84. Daniela Ramos, Musicians Call Out Misogyny, Abuse in the Music Industry, PROSPECT

DAILY (Oct. 22, 2020), https://www.theprospectordaily.com/2020/10/22/musicians-call-
out-misogyny-abuse-in-the-music-industry/ [https://perma.cc/32KU-KUVG].

85. Id.
86. Gottwald v, Sebert, No. 653118/2014, 2020 WL 587348, at *1 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Feb. 6,

2020.)
87. Gottwald v. Sebert, No. 653118/2014, 2017 WL 1062924, at *5 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Mar.

20, 2017).
88. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, 78 Stat. 241, 255

(1964).
89. Id. at 255–56.
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possible.90 “This means that the behavior altered the terms, condi-
tions, and/or reasonable expectations of a comfortable work
environment for employees.”91 One of the most important develop-
ments in determining whether there is weight to a hostile workplace
claim is a “totality of the circumstances” standard articulated by the
Supreme Court in Harris v. Forklift.92 “Within the totality of the cir-
cumstances, there is neither a threshold ‘magic number’ of harassing
incidents that gives rise, without more, to liability as a matter of law,
nor a number of incidents below which a plaintiff fails as a matter of
law to state a claim.”93 Indeed, a single severe incident may be suffi-
cient, since “no single factor is required.”94 Within the totality of cir-
cumstances, “because each successive episode has its predecessors, the
impact of the separate incidents may accumulate such that the work
environment created may exceed the sum of the individual epi-
sodes.”95 Similarly, a series of events which, standing alone, would be
innocuous, may comprise a hostile environment when considered to-
gether because an additional factor for a hostile work environment is
that the behavior in question lasts over time and is not investigated.96

In other words, when considering whether a hostile work environ-
ment has developed, courts consider the totality of circumstances
(i.e., each episode of alleged misconduct), rather than considering
only one incident of alleged misconduct.

1. Behavior Is Not Investigated

One legal factor for a hostile work environment is that the behav-
ior  lasts over time and is not investigated.97 When looking at the legal
battle between Kesha and Dr. Luke, Kesha’s initial allegations toward

90. See Meritor Sav. Bank, FSB v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57, 65 (1986) (quoting the EEOC
Guidelines on sexual harassment: “the Guidelines first describe the kinds of workplace
conduct that may be actionable under Title VII. These include ‘[unwelcome] sexual ad-
vances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual
nature.’”).

91. Susan M. Heathfield, What Makes a Work Environment Hostile?, THE BALANCE CA-

REERS (Feb. 19, 2021), https://www.thebalancecareers.com/what-makes-a-work-environ
ment-hostile-1919363 [https://perma.cc/KTQ8-PRGA].

92. Harris v. Forklift Sys., Inc., 510 U.S. 17, 23 (1993).
93. Rodgers v. Western-Southern Life Ins. Co., 12 F.3d 668, 674 (7th Cir. 1993) (cit-

ing Daniels v. Essex Group, Inc., 937 F.2d 1264, 1273–74 (7th Cir. 1991)).
94. Lockard v. Pizza Hut, Inc., 162 F.3d 1062, 1072 (10th Cir. 1998).
95. Robinson v. Jacksonville Shipyards, Inc., 760 F. Supp 1486, 1524 (M.D. Fla. 1991).
96. Williams v. Kansas City, 223 F.3d 749, 753 (8th Cir. 2000) (“While much of this

evidence is generally innocuous, when considered in its totality it supports [the plaintiff’s]
interpretation.”).

97. Heathfield, supra note 91.
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Dr. Luke began in 2005. Despite the attention Kesha’s sexual abuse
allegations received, one may assume that Kesha’s allegations were not
investigated, as indicated by her producer’s resistance to renegotiate
her contract with Kemosabe Records, which at the time was headed by
Dr. Luke.98 In fact, Kesha’s 2005 allegations against Dr. Luke came up
several years later, in 2011, only because Kesha was deposed as part of
a separate legal battle between Dr. Luke and David Sonenberg.99

2. Hostility Disrupts Employee’s Progress

Whether an environment is “hostile” or “abusive” can be deter-
mined only by looking at all the circumstances. “These may include
the frequency of the discriminatory conduct; its severity; whether it is
physically threatening or humiliating, or a mere offensive utterance;
and whether it unreasonably interferes with an employee’s work per-
formance.”100 Generally, this factor looks at whether the employee
“failed to receive a promotion or a job rotation as a result of the hos-
tile [work environment].”101 However, in the context of the employee
being a musician, this framework yields narrow, incomplete results be-
cause a musician does not receive a promotion in title in the same way
that a traditional employee does. For example, while a traditional em-
ployee may receive a promotion from the manager of a chain store to
the district manager of a region, a musician does not get promoted
from musician to production manager. Thus, the courts should ana-
lyze this requirement using a totality of the circumstances standard
because the way in which a musician’s career progress is disrupted is
different from the way a traditional employee’s progress is disrupted.
For example, different circumstances a court can look at to determine
whether a musician’s career progress has been disrupted is: (1)
whether the record label is continuously preventing an artist from col-
laborating with other musicians; and (2) whether there has been a
significantly decreased effort by the record label to promote the art-
ist’s work.

Musicians, like Kesha, sign with a record label for the purpose of
writing, recording, and/or playing music. When recording artists are
working on a project, like producing a hit single, they tend to work

98. Eriq Gardner, Read Full Details About Kesha’s Disturbing Lawsuit Against Dr. Luke,
THE HOLLYWOOD REP. (Oct. 14, 2014, 11:48 AM), https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/
business/business-news/read-full-details-keshas-disturbing-740699/ [https://perma.cc/
TZ46-FF54].

99. Id.
100. Harris v. Forklift Sys., Inc., 510 U.S. 17, 21–23 (1993).
101. Id. at 23.
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with the same production and sound crew; this experience is similar
to how traditional employees working full time see their co-workers
and colleagues on a regular basis. It is unrealistic to expect a musician
or a traditional employee to produce their best work when their work
environment consists of the same individual(s) who sexually harassed
them. Research conducted by Deloitte, a multinational professional
services network, closely associates sexual harassment with job dissatis-
faction and disengagement.102 Other ways sexual harassment affects
the workplace are tardiness, absenteeism, project neglect, and em-
ployee distraction.103 When musicians, like other workers, are subject
to sexual harassment while working, their ability to work is disrupted
by project neglect, disengagement, and distraction, all which stem
from the musician being sexually harassed.104 Although the pool of
respondents in the study are considered employees, these effects are
parallel to the effects felt by musicians because sexual harassment is
sexual harassment, regardless of whether the victim is a musician or
an employee at a coffeeshop.

3. Discrimination

Discrimination is defined as the unjust or prejudicial treatment of
people or things, commonly on the grounds of race, age, or sex.105

Harassment, which includes sexual harassment, is a form of employ-
ment discrimination that violates Title VII.106 Kesha has alleged multi-
ple times throughout her legal battle that she was subjected to sexual
and verbal harassment, likely due to her being a vulnerable woman
working in a predominantly male field.107 A 2019 study from the USC

102. DELOITTE, THE ECONOMIC COSTS OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN THE WORKPLACE: FINAL

REPORT 1, 37 (2019), https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/au/Documents/
Economics/deloitte-au-economic-costs-sexual-harassment-workplace-240320.pdf [https://
perma.cc/CE5E-GNZ6] (“[V]ictims who spoke up about mistreatment and subsequently
experienced retaliation reported the highest levels of job dissatisfaction, job stress, and
organizational withdrawal, which could translate to lower productivity.”).

103. Id. at 4.
104. See Frances Perraudin, Artists Quitting Music Business Due to Abuse and Sexism, Says

Union, THE GUARDIAN (Oct. 23, 2019, 2:00 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/world/
2019/oct/23/artists-quitting-music-business-abuse-and-sexism-says-musicians-union
[https://perma.cc/88WW-SHDF].

105. Discrimination, OXFORD DICTIONARY (8th ed. 2012); see also What is Employment Dis-
crimination?, supra note 9.

106. Harassment, supra note 10.
107. See generally Nikki R. Breeland, “All the Truth I Could Tell”: A Discussion of Title VII’s

Potential Impact on Systemic Entertainment Industry Victimization, 25 UCLA WOMEN’S L.J. 135
(2018) (explaining that Kesha’s experience with Dr. Luke demonstrates the difficulty some
artists have in voiding contracts based on sexual harassment).
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Annenberg Inclusion Initiative showed that women in the music in-
dustry are underrepresented across the board in creative roles, mak-
ing up less than a quarter (21.7 percenet) of artists and 12.3 percent
of songwriters.108 The disparity is most glaring for producers—of the
700 popular songs examined in the study, only 2.1 percent were pro-
duced by women.109

Since recording contracts are written using terms that make it
near impossible for an artist to void their contract on grounds of sex-
ual harassment, it is important that musicians be classified as employ-
ees so that they can receive protection from sexual harassment and
hostile work environments as provided under Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.110

B. Access to Resources

When musicians are not considered employees, they are left vul-
nerable to harassment by their record label and management team
because they are not protected under Title VII, and therefore do not
have the necessary resources to seek legal help.111 Two important re-
sources that musicians, if considered employees, could depend upon
to file allegations of sexual harassment are human resource represent-
atives and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(“EEOC”). Access to these legal resources would be beneficial for art-
ists because they provide avenues for musicians to file complaints with
neutral third parties, rather than making the complaint to an individ-
ual who works closely with the musician and may even have a degree
of control over the musician’s work.

1. Human Resources

Human resource representatives work with the prospective, cur-
rent, and sometimes former employees of an organization.112 They
assist with hiring, administration, training, and also ensure that the

108. Dr. Stacy L. Smith et al., Inclusion in the Recording Studio? Gender and Race/Ethnicity
of Artists, Songwriters & Producers Across 800 Popular Songs from 2012–2019, USC ANNENBERG

(2020) https://assets.uscannenberg.org/docs/aii-inclusion-recording-studio-20200117.pdf
[https://perma.cc/J5W2-TUJA].

109. Id.
110. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)(1).
111. CONG. RSCH. SERV., SEXUAL HARASSMENT AND TITLE VII: SELECTED LEGAL ISSUES,

R45155 (2018) https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R45155 [https://
perma.cc/B6FF-AU69].

112. HR Representative Job Description, BETTERTEAM, https://www.betterteam.com/hr-
representative-job-description# [https://perma.cc/9YQR-Y9K6].
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organization adheres to local, state, and federal employment regula-
tions.113 In the case that an employee feels they have been discrimi-
nated against by a manager or other colleague because of their race,
national origin, or other protected classification, the employee could
file a formal complaint with their respective human resource repre-
sentative.114 The human resource representative is subsequently le-
gally bound to investigate the situation described in the complaint.115

Having access to human resources is an important resource for
several reasons, one of them being that in instances of sexual harass-
ment at the workplace, the employee has a designated representative
to file a formal complaint with. Since musicians are considered inde-
pendent contractors, they do not have access to a human resources
department and thus are unable to speak with a representative or file
a formal complaint.116 Studies have continuously demonstrated that
musicians are not strangers to harassment in the workplace yet, de-
spite the staggering statistics, musicians have no recourse in human
resources to address this issue.117

2. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

Similar to how musicians do not have access to a human re-
sources department because they are considered independent con-
tractors, musicians also do not have access to the EEOC.118 The EEOC
is the federal agency tasked with enforcing the government’s employ-
ment discrimination laws.119 Federal laws prohibit discrimination
against job applicants or employees based on race, sex, religion, na-
tional origin, health, age, and more.120 Further, the EEOC protects
against discrimination in all aspects of the workplace, including hir-

113. Id.
114. Lisa Mooney, How to File a Complaint with Your HR Manager for Discrimination,

AZCENTRAL, https://yourbusiness.azcentral.com/file-complaint-hr-manager-discrimina-
tion-2290.html [https://perma.cc/Z6Z5-B8Z6].

115. 1001 - Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Officer Role, CAL. DEP’T OF HUMAN RES.,
https://hrmanual.calhr.ca.gov/Home/ManualItem/1/1001 [https://perma.cc/593A-
NYYQ].

116. Independent Contractors Versus Employee, supra note 30.
117. Domanick, supra note 66.
118. Coverage, supra note 13.
119. Overview, U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM’N, https://www.eeoc.gov/overview

[https://perma.cc/FL5H-86JL] (“The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) is responsible for enforcing federal laws that make it illegal to discriminate against
a job applicant or an employee because of the person’s race, color, religion, sex (including
pregnancy, transgender status, and sexual orientation), national origin, age (40 or older),
disability or genetic information.”).

120. Id.
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ing, training, wages, promotions, benefits, and firing.121 In light of
musicians’ vulnerability to workplace discrimination,122 their ability to
access resources like the EEOC is paramount to their fair treatment123

Although access to human resources is a decent start to decreas-
ing harassment in the workplace, musicians must also have access to
the EEOC because the EEOC is one of the strongest advocates for
victims during a discrimination or harassment claim. For example, the
EEOC has developed a guide to explain the steps individuals can take
if they feel as though they were harassed at work, and it also provides
employers with strategies to decrease workplace harassment.124 Addi-
tionally, the EEOC has launched trainings to promote respect in the
workplace and to learn the skills to identify problematic behavior.125

If musicians were considered employees, they would be able to file
reports of discrimination and/or harassment with the EEOC. The
EEOC can provide stronger support than human resources because if
it finds a valid complaint of discrimination, it issues a Letter of Deter-
mination which allows the EEOC to begin the conciliation process be-
tween the employee and employer, which is an effort to resolve the
issues of the case.126 Mindy Weinsten, acting director of the EEOC’s
Washington field office stated, “[the] process [of conciliation] aims to
provide monetary relief to the victim and to remedy the violation in
order to prevent future violations.”127

Access to EEOC resources is necessary because while traditional
employees have a human resources representative, independent con-
tractors such as musicians, do not. Thus, it becomes significantly more
difficult for a musician to report instances of sexual harassment in the
workplace because instead of having a neutral third-party like human
resources and/or the EEOC to report to, musicians only have their
colleagues to report to. The lack of a neutral representative is a huge
issue for musicians because those who take advantage of artists are

121. Id.
122. About the MU, supra note 67; see also infra Part IV.
123. Sexual Harassment Widespread Across the UK Music Industry, supra note 68.
124. What You Should Know: EEOC Leads the Way in Preventing Workplace Harassment, U.S.

EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM’N, https://www.eeoc.gov/wysk/what-you-should-know-
eeoc-leads-way-preventing-workplace-harassment [https://perma.cc/SP2V-58S6].

125. Id.
126. Frequently Asked Questions, U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM’N, https://

www.eeoc.gov/youth/frequently-asked-questions [https://perma.cc/SB28-7KZC].
127. Katie Clarey, Back to Basics: Everything HR Needs to Know About the EEOC, HR DIVE

(July 30, 2019), https://www.hrdive.com/news/back-to-basics-everything-hr-needs-to-know-
about-the-eeoc/559549/ [https://perma.cc/J77Q-TMUM].
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usually those who work closely with the artist on a regular basis.128

Under these circumstances, it is no surprise to find out that incidents
of sexual harassment experienced by musicians go unreported since
the only individuals a musician can report to are often the same indi-
viduals causing the sexual harassment.129

If musicians were considered employees, they would have protec-
tion from workplace discrimination and sexual harassment at the
workplace because they would be protected under Title VII.130 The
Musicians’ Union study, which revealed that almost two thirds of par-
ticipants (sixty-one percent) felt they were at risk because they worked
on a freelance basis (i.e., they were independent contractors) and that
over four in five (eighty-five percent) victims of harassment did not
file a report primarily due to the industry’s culture, raises the question
of whether statistics would differ if musicians were considered
employees.131

Considering that fifty-five percent of the Musicians’ Union study
participants cited workplace culture as the greatest barrier to report-
ing harassment, followed by forty-one percent who cited fear of losing
work as their greatest barrier to filing a claim of harassment, it is possi-
ble that the percentage of unreported claims would decrease if musi-
cians received Title VII protections.132 This is because, as employees,
musicians would not only have access to the EEOC to file a report of
harassment, but they would also carry a protected worker status; thus,
likely eliminating a significant reason as to why victims in the Musi-
cians’ Union study did not file a report of sexual harassment. Addi-
tionally, if musicians were considered employees, they would be
protected from retaliation under the EEOC laws which prohibit “pun-
ishing employees for asserting their rights to be free from employ-
ment discrimination including harassment.”133 Such a prohibition
eliminates a primary reason why victims in the Musicians’ Union study
did not report their harassment.

This potential decrease in unreported incidents of workplace har-
assment is supported by the fact that “charges filed with the EEOC
alleging sexual harassment increased by 13.6% from the fiscal year

128. Ramos, supra note 84.
129. Savage, supra note 72.
130. Id.
131. Sexual Harassment Widespread Across the UK Music Industry, supra note 68.
132. Id.
133. Retaliation, U.S. EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM’N, https://www.eeoc.gov/retalia-

tion [https://perma.cc/N9BG-7GT4].
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2017.”134 Additionally, the EEOC reported that it saw a fifty percent
increase in suits challenging harassment during the 2017 fiscal year,
with forty-one of the sixty-six lawsuits challenging workplace harass-
ment alleged sexual assault.135 The guide and statistics provided by
the EEOC show the potential for a reverse in the trend of musicians
not reporting incidences of sexual harassment because workers are
growing more aware of their rights and seeking resources to address
workplace harassment.

VI. How Can Musicians Receive Protection Against Sexual
Harassment?

In addition to the resources musicians would have access to if
they were considered employees, there are other legal and contractual
avenues that should be considered to protect musicians from sexual
harassment at the workplace. One legal avenue is incorporating As-
sembly Bill 2257 at the federal level because it sets one standard to
determine whether a musician is an employee or an independent con-
tractor. Two contractual avenues that should also be considered per-
tain to the termination and settlement clauses of recording contracts.
Due to the vulnerabilities musicians face within the music industry,
these clauses should include terms that provide musicians with the
opportunity to no longer work in the same workplace where they were
subject to sexual harassment.

A. Incorporate Assembly Bill 2257 at the Federal Level to Define a
Musician’s Employment Status

Assembly Bill 5, (“AB 5”), which governed the classification of
independent contractors, underwent  significant changes on Septem-
ber 4, 2020, when California Governor Gavin Newsom signed Assem-
bly Bill 2257 (“AB 2257”) into law.136 At the time, AB 5  exempted
specific occupations and business relationships from the application
of the ABC test,137 and provided that they be governed under the

134. What You Should Know: EEOC Leads the Way in Preventing Workplace Harassment, supra
note 124.

135. Id.
136. Aaron H. Cole & Julia A. Luster, AB 2257 Enacts Significant Changes to AB 5 on

Classification of Workers as Independent Contractors, NAT’L L. REV. (Oct. 13, 2020), https://
www.natlawreview.com/article/ab-2257-enacts-significant-changes-to-ab-5-classification-
workers-independent [https://perma.cc/2VUU-BUVH]; see Assemb. B. 5, 2018–19 Gen.
Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2019).

137. Assemb. B. 5, 2018–19 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2019).
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multi-factor Borello test.138 AB 2257 revised and recast these provisions
by “also exempting from the ABC test, certain occupations in connec-
tion with creating, marketing, promoting, or distributing sound re-
cordings or musical compositions.”139 In other words, application of
AB 2257 would mean that when determining whether musicians are
employees or independent contractors, musicians are exempt from
the ABC test and instead require an application of the multi-factor
Borello test.140

Applying the Borello test would help shift a musician’s status to
that of an employee because the Borello test looks at the totality of the
circumstances and applies those circumstances to its multi-factor bal-
ancing test.141 Additionally, application of AB 2257 at the federal level
would be beneficial because the bill provides clear direction on which
tests to use to determine whether the worker is an employee or an
independent contractor.142 Without enacting AB 2257 at the federal
level, incidents of sexual harassment and discrimination in the work-
place, which musicians are oftentimes subject to, will continue to oc-
cur and go unreported because there is no one universal standard to
determine whether a musician is an employee or an independent con-
tractor. Applying the Borello test could help better protect artists from
sexual harassment because it may lead to an artist being categorized as
an employee, thus entitling them to the protections provided under
Title VII.

B. Contractual Remedies to Protect Against Sexual Harassment

If an artist is determined to be an employee under the Borello
balancing test, then clauses within the record deal would likely change
to reflect the change in worker status. A recording contract is a legal
agreement between a record label and a recording artist, where the
artist makes a record for the label to sell and promote.143 To under-
stand the ways in which recording contract terms could be altered to
better protect musicians, the following sections analyze (1) the termi-
nation clause and (2) the settlement clause.

138. Cole & Luster, supra note 136.
139. Assemb. B. 5, 2018–19 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2019).
140. Id.
141. S.G. Borello & Sons, Inc. v. Dep’t of Indus. Rels., 769 P.2d 399, 406–07 (Cal.

1989); see infra Part II.
142. Assemb. B. 2257, 2019–20 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2020).
143. What’s the Deal with Record Deals?, SPINNUP (Oct. 14, 2013), https://spinnup.com/

blog/what-is-a-record-deal/ [https://perma.cc/UE3M-P23H].
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1. The Termination Clause

The termination clause gives the parties the right to terminate
the agreement.144 Considering the various complaints and confessions
about sexual harassment and misconduct within the film industry that
came to light during the 2017 #MeToo movement,145 one might ques-
tion whether such issues exist within the music industry. Unfortu-
nately, they do. An overwhelming majority of recording contracts do
not mention sexual harassment resources, as indicated by the findings
of the Musicians’ Union study which revealed that “just one in five
(19%) reported that the contracts they work under include policies or
procedures to deal with incidents of sexual harassment.”146

The high percentage of musicians who have experienced sexual
harassment while working and yet do not report the incident,147 indi-
cates that record labels need to do better to protect their musicians.
One reform to consider is including contractual terms that void the
recording contract when members of the artist’s management team or
record label subject the artist to sexual harassment. Record labels
should hold themselves and their workers accountable for egregious
misconduct. Cardinal in contract law is that contracting parties have a
legal obligation to contract in good faith and fair dealing.148 Keeping
these obligations in mind, making sexual harassment a ground for ter-
mination protects the artist from improper conduct because it frus-
trates the artist’s expectation of reasonable performance.149 For
example, rather than focusing on what the artist was hired to do—to
write, record, and/or play music—the artist, like other victims of sex-
ual harassment in the workplace, may now experience work with-
drawal in the form of tardiness, project neglect, and overall
distraction.150 Record labels cannot, and should not, expect the artist

144. Termination Clause, CONTRACTBOOK, https://contractbook.com/dictionary/termi-
nation-clause [https://perma.cc/VKW3-NPUG].

145. Marie Claire, supra note 70.
146. Sexual Harassment Widespread Across the UK Music Industry, supra note 68.
147. Savage, supra note 72.
148. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 205 (AM. L. INST. 1981).
149. Introductory Note to RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS, § 344 (AM. L. INST.

1981) (“. . . parties to an agreement strive to maximize their own welfare and that, absent
some impediment such as mistake, misrepresentation or duress, each party places a value
on the other’s performance that is greater than the anticipated cost to him of his own
performance . . . . each party has a reasonable expectation that he will benefit from its
performance.”)

150. How Sexual Harassment Affects the Workplace, EVERFI (Nov. 23, 2020), https://
everfi.com/blog/workplace-training/the-effects-of-sexual-harassment-in-the-workplace/
[https://perma.cc/LBS4-PNBA].
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to produce top quality work when their work environment consists of
the same individuals who sexually harassed them.

2. The Settlement Clause

When a record label signs a new artist, the investment involves
risk for two reasons: (1) upon both parties signing the recording con-
tract, the record label gives the artist a large monetary advance; and
(2) the record label cannot predict whether the artist will be success-
ful.151 If the new artist does not top the music streaming charts, then
the record label must quickly determine how to recover from the
loss—the large advance the recording label gave to the artist that pro-
vided no return.

Record labels, like any business, are averse to unprofitable invest-
ments. For this reason, a record label is unlikely to voluntarily include
terms within the termination clause that provide sexual harassment as
a basis for voiding the contract. For reference, in California, the aver-
age musician earns an hourly wage of $30.61, which accumulates to a
total of $63,669 per year.152 Considering that the average amount of
an advance that a record label offers a signed artist ranges from
$50,000-$350,000, at the lowest advance officer, artists could poten-
tially pay their advances in a year.153 In comparison, at the largest ad-
vance offer, it could potentially take artists 5.49 years to generate
enough income to pay back their initial advance.

While it is important that record labels make a profit from their
investments, it is equally important that musicians are not the victims
of sexual harassment. Building upon sexual harassment as a ground
for contract termination, it is possible for both the musician and the
record label to void the recording contract without the record label
suffering a complete loss of profit. This compromise is possible if, in
addition to providing terms for termination upon a finding of sexual
harassment, the contract also includes settlement terms. Such terms
can establish that if alleged incidents of sexual harassment are valid,
the contract may become void if the musician agrees to pay back at
least some of the money given by the recording label at the time the
recording contract was signed. The settlement terms would state the

151. See supra Introduction.
152. Music Artist Salary in California, CAREEREXPLORER (2018), https://www.careerex-

plorer.com/careers/music-artist/salary/california/ [https://perma.cc/T5KR-CGNN].
153. David Andrew Wiebe, How Much Advance Do Record Labels Give, and How Much

Should You Try and Get?, MUSIC INDUS. HOW TO (Dec. 29, 2020), https://
www.musicindustryhowto.com/how-much-advance-do-record-labels-give-and-how-much-
should-you-try-and-get/ [https://perma.cc/2DNX-Z2FT].
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amount of money the musician would pay back on either a monthly or
annual basis.

Under this alternative solution, the record label is not subject to a
total profit loss because the terms of settlement require the musician
to pay back some, if not all, the money they initially received as an
advance from the label. Additionally, the musician is protected be-
cause they are no longer contractually obligated to work with the
same individual(s) that sexually harassed them. As a result, by voiding
the contract, the musician can work with a different record label and
remain focused on their work product. This alternative solution not
only holds record labels and music management teams accountable
for their actions, but it also creates a possibility for young musicians,
especially women, to enter the music industry with less fear. Musicians
will worry less about sexual harassment and working in close settings
with their harassers and instead, focus on creating their best work
product.

Conclusion

Unfortunately, many musicians may find themselves subject to
sexual harassment while working and contractually bound to continue
working in spaces with their harassers. Currently, federal law classifies
musicians as independent contractors, leaving musicians in a vulnera-
ble position because they are left without access to the benefits and
resources provided under Title VII.154

Workplace reports increasingly show that many musicians experi-
ence sexual harassment from colleagues.155 Alarmingly, the exclusivity
and term clauses of recording contracts leave the musician unable to
leave their record label after experiencing such harassment. One po-
tential solution to better protect musicians from sexual harassment is
to expand Assembly Bill 2257 at the federal level, which would allow
musicians’ worker status to be determined by applying the Borello fac-
tors. The ability for musicians to be classified as employees is impor-
tant because employees receive protection from sexual harassment
under Title VII—a protection that musicians need but do not cur-
rently receive.

Another potential solution to decrease the occurrence of sexual
harassment faced by musicians is to alter the terms within the record-
ing contract. Record labels could include settlement terms that void

154. See Dynamex Operations W., Inc. v. Superior Ct., 416 P.3d 1, 8 (Cal. 2018).
155. See Sexual Harassment Widespread Across the UK Music Industry, supra note 68.
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the contract on valid grounds if the musician is being subjected to
sexual harassment in the workplace and add termination clauses that
would obligate the musician to pay back some of the signing advances.

As more and more artists step forward to share their experiences
of sexual harassment in the workplace, it becomes clear that musicians
need legal protection from harassment. Considering that the current
structures set in place leave musicians vulnerable, it is time to start
examining other legal and contractual remedies that have the poten-
tial to better protect musicians from harassment in the workplace.
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